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To all nivhom, it may coneerm: .
Be it known that I, SAMUEL F. B. MoRsE,
of the city, county, and State of New York,
have invented a new and useful apparatus for
and system of transmitting intelligence be
tween distant points by means of electro-mag
nets, which put in motion machinery, for pro
ducing sounds or signs and recording said
signs upon paper or other suitable material,

which invention I denominate the “ American

Electro-Magnetic Telegraph;” and I do hereby
declare that the following is a fuil, clear, and
exact description of the-principle or character
thereof which distinguishes it from all other
telegraphs previously known, and of the man
ner of making and constructing said apparatus
and applying said system, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, making part
of this specification, in which — * *

W

Example 1 is a sample of signs intended fo
luumerals; Example 2, signs for compound nu
merals. Example 3 are signs for letters, and
Examples 4, 5, and 6 are specimens of the form
of types used. Example 7 is the type-rule;
Example 8, apparatus for connecting and break
ing tlhe electrical or galvanic circuit. Example
9 is a modified apparatus for the same pur
pose. Example 10, Figure 1, is a perspective
view of the registering apparattus; Fig. 2, a
top plan; Fig. 3, a side elevation of the train
of wheels for noving the paper and regulating

W

The apparatus consists of two principal parts
connected by wires, as shown in the Diagram
No. 11, or other suitable galvanic or electric
conductors to form a circuit, in which is placed
any suitable generator of galvanism or elec
tricity as the inducing power.
The first part of my telegraph is for commu
nicating intelligence to the second, whereitis re
corded; and it consists of apparatus for making
and breaking the circuit above named. At any
convenient point in the circuit (generally near º
the generator) a breakis made in the conductor,
and the two ends thereofare immersed in mer
cury-cups, as shown in tlue drawings at E E,
Fig. 1, Example 8. To - correct the circuit I
employ an inverted V-formed piece of metal
or other proper conductor, A, suspended over
the mercury-cups E. E on the end of a horizon
tal lever, denominated in said drawing the
“ signal-lever,” whose fulcrüm is at a, so that
when the connector A is dippel into the cüps
the circuit is completed. Between the fulcrum

and connector A there is affixed to the under

side of the lever, and projecting downward, a

triangular tooth, b, which bears on the upper

surface of the types about to be described, and
is raised and lowered by them. The lever may,
be counterbalanced, as at C, to make it move
easy. The types are composed of flat straight
strips of metal, as shown in Examples 4. and 5
of the drawings, hereunto annexed, having
its motion; Fig. 4, a sectional elevation of the their
edges indented to suit the char
registering-lever and parts appended thereto; acter toupper
be represented, and which will be here
Fig. 5, alarm apparatus; Example 11, a dia in after more
fully set forth in the description
gram showing the rèlative positions of the dif of the operation
of the machine. The inden
ferent parts of an approved form of apparatus. tations
are
sufficiently
deep to allow the con
It has heretofore been essayed to use the cur nector A to be plunged into
the mercury-cups,
rents of electricity or galvanism for telegraphic and
the highest surface raises it from them. It
purposes either by decomposition or the action : is obvious
that the fórms of the upper surface
or exercise of the defective force of a current
of the types may be reversed and the cog b
upon a magnetized bar or needle, which de placed
the other side of the fulcrum, and
º composition or deflection required to be noted tlhe sameon effect
be produced. The types are
by
occular
inspection
at
the
instant
the
sign
set up and confined in a rüle to form. any re
was made.
quired sentences in one long line. This rule,
By my invention the intelligence can be trans which
in the drawings, Example 8, is denomi--.
mitted and imprinted on paper or other suit nated
a “type-rule,” has on its under side a
able substance without requiring the aid ofariy rack that
gears into a pinion, aº, on a shaft un- ,
person at the station to which the communica
tion is transmitted, so as to be read at any der the grooved railways D, of common con
time thereafter,

struction, on which said rule slides, and is di

rected under the cogb on the lever. The types
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the fly k, and allow it to turn, (see Figs. 4 and
are
advanced
at
a
regular
speed
by
the
appli
cation of any convenient power to the pinion 5,) and makes a mark, longer or shorter, ac

to the time the circuit is closed.
ar and bring notches in them successively under cording
My system of characters consists of dots and
lines, variously combined to form letters and
the cog.
Other modifications
of this apparatus can other characters, a specimen of which is rep
be made, some of which are shown in the draw resented in Examples 1, 2, and 3. To make a
ings, Example 9, in which is represented what dot a notch is required in the types, into which
I denominate a “circular post-rule,” in which the cog on the signal - lever will fall and in
the type are made to surround a disk, A, ra stantly rise frQm as the type moves on; and
dially, the other, parts of the apparatus being
when a line is to be formed the notch in the

made to correspond. In this modification there type is extended, so that the lever will remain
may be a stationary hopper or type-feeder, E, down for a space of time sufficient to make the
into which the types are placed flatwise, one line required.
above another, as shown at Fig.2, placed over The alarm - bell (shown at A,W Example 10, v
the space that is to receive the types on the, Fig. 5) is struck by means of a hammer actu
disk A, and as the disk revolves the types ated by a supplementary electro-magnet placed
placed in the feeder fall successively into place in the same circuit as that first named. The
on the disk and are carried past the signal machinery for thus purpose may be variously
lever, where they act, and are then carried off modified, and therefore no particular descrip
from the disk by a guide, H, into a receiver, tion need be given.
G. Many other devices have been suggested Any convenient number of registering-sta
foreffecting the same object-viz., making and || tions may be connected with the same circuit,
breaking the circuit; but I believe these ex all constructed and operating as above de
amples will illustrate the princip?e. Themer scribed. .
cury-cups may be dispensed with and suitable To extend more effectually
the communica
tion by my apparatus, I adopt the following
metal
plates
substituted
therefor.
The second part of my apparatus is for reg arrangement, whereby I can use any number
isteringthesignalsorsentences communicated of additionai batteries or generators of ?aid
from the station where the apparatus hereto current, and by which I can connect progres
fore described is situated; and it consists of an sively any number of consecutive circuits, viz:
electro-magnet, whichisin and connected with I place at any point in the first circuit an elec
with an armature opposite, on a
the
above-described
and clock-workfor
moving
the paper or circuit,
other registering
medi?m, tro-magnet,
leverlike
that
described for registering;
but
and an alarm may also be appended. The instead of the marking-instrüment
I attach to
electro-magnet may be of any convenient con the end of the lever a conductor, such as is
struction, and will be charged every time the described on the first or signal lever. - This
circuitis closed, as above,and discharged when connects the conductors of a new circuit, at
it is broken. Opposite the bars of the electro

to another battery, and this might be
magnet (Example 10) C is placed an armature, tached
continued
on ad infinitum.
f, suspended on the upright arm of a bent le The conductors
maybe insulated in any con ver, A, the fulcrum of which is at a. This is venient way, and i may be extended above or
most clearly represented in section, Fig. 4. below the surface of the earth, as shall be
To the end of the horizontal arm of this lever found most desirable,and sustained orinclosed
there is attached one ormöre pencils, fountain by any suitable construction.
pens, or other suitable marking-instruments, It will be observedthat any vocabulary, sys
directly under whiclh is placed a suitable cyl tem of signs, or secret writing by cipher can
inder, D, over which the paper passes on which i be conveniently used in communicating by this
the register is made. This cylinder turms on télegraph, and any mode of making or break
its axis, and is connected by a train of wheels ing the circuit can be adopted, the object be
and pinions with a barrel, m, of common con ing to do so at proper intervals.
struction, which is driven by aweight and cord EHaving thus fully described my invention,
wound thereon, and also with a fdy, k, which I wish it to be understood that I do not claim
regulates its motion. Near the cylinder ID a the use of the galvanic current or currents of
reel or spool, d, is placed, on which a strip of electriçity for the purpose of telegraphic com
paper is wound, the end of which is carried munication; but
^
over the cylinder D, and is confined thereon What I specially claim ' as my inventiona
and
by means of two tapes or endless bands, one improvement isat each edge, which pass around two pulleys, 1. Making use of the motive power of mag
bb, one on each - side of cylinder D. . This is
when developed by the action of such
clearly represented in Figs. 2 and 4. TBy this metism
current
or currents, as a means of operatingor
arrangement it will be seen that when the giving motioni
machinery, which maybe
electro-magnet is charged the marking-instru used to imprinttosignals
upon paper or other
ment will be brought down onto the paper, suitable material or to produce sounds in any
which is at the same time put in motion by desired manner for the purpose of telegraphic
removing a wire, g, which is so connected with communication. (The only waysin which the

the armature that it can be drawn back from

Yg)

3

galvanic current has heretoforebeen proposed
to be used is by decomposition and the action. purpòse of connecting and breaking the cur,
v·or exercise of the deflective force of a current rent of galvanism and electricity.
upon a magnetized bar or needle, and the de 4. Ina combination with an electro - magnet
compositions and deflections thus produced used for telegraphic purposes, the train of
were the subject of inspection, and had no clock-work actuated by a weight or spring for
the purpose of carrying the material on which
power of recording the communication. I the
is to be made under theregistering
therefore characterize my invention asthe first pen,record
substantially in the manner specified.
recording or printing telegraph by means of
electro-magnetism. There are various known 5. The combination of two or more circuits
modes of producing motions by electro-mag of galvanism or electricity generated by in
netism, but none of these have hitherto been dependen batteries by means of electro-mag---v
applied to actuate or give motion to printing nets, as above deseribed.
or recording - machinery, which is the chief Im testimony whereof I have i hereunto sub
point of my invention and improvement.) i scribed my name, this 27th day of December,
2. The system of signs consisting of dots 1845, to the above amended specification of .
and lines, substantiallyas herein set forth and the invention for which Letters Patent, were
illustrated,
combination with the telegraph granted to une on the 20th day of June, 1840,
for
recordinginsignals.
SAML. F. B. MORSE.
3. The types and rule, in combination with | * Witnesses:
JAMES MACGREGOR, Jr.,

the signal-levers, as herein described, for the.

A. P. BRowNE. . . . .

